Label-free biosensors enable the monitoring of biomolecular interactions in real-time, which is key to the analysis of the binding characteristics of biomolecules. While refractometric optical biosensors such as SPR [Surface Plasmon Resonance] are sensitive and well-established, they are susceptible to any change of the refractive index in the sensing volume caused by minute variations in composition of the sample buffer, temperature drifts and most importantly nonspecific binding to the sensor surface. Refractometric biosensors require reference channels as well as temperature stabilisation and their applicability in complex fluids such as blood is limited by nonspecific bindings. Focal molography does not measure the refractive index of the entire sensing volume but detects the diffracted light from a coherent assembly of analyte molecules. Thus, it does not suffer from the limitations of refractometric sensors since they stem from non-coherent processes and therefore do not add to the coherent molographic signal. The coherent assembly is generated by selective binding of the analyte molecules to a synthetic binding pattern -the mologram. Focal Molography has been introduced theoretically [C. Fattinger, Phys. Rev. X 4, 031024 (2014)] and verified experimentally [V. Gatterdam, A. Frutiger, K.-P. Stengele, D. Heindl, T. Lübbers, J. Vörös, and C. Fattinger, Nat. Nanotechnol. 12, 1089 (2017)] in previous papers. However, further understanding of the underlying physics and a diffraction-limited readout is needed to unveil its full potential. This paper introduces refined theoretical models which can accurately quantify the amount of biological matter bound to the mologram from the diffracted intensity. In addition, it presents measurements of diffraction-limited molographic foci i.e. Airy discs. These improvements enabled us to demonstrate a resolution in real-time binding experiments comparable to the best SPR sensors, without the need of temperature stabilisation or drift correction and to detect low molecular weight compounds labelfree in an endpoint format. The presented experiments exemplify the robustness and sensitivity of the diffractometric sensor principle.
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PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION
Diffractive lenses or focusing holograms proposed by Augustin-Jean Fresnel are known to humanity since two hundred years and have ever since experienced applicability in various fields such as photography [1] , telescopes [2] , spectroscopy [3] , optical tweezers [4] , and Xray lenses [5] . Yet, nature has discovered this principle much earlier. In certain organisms, biomolecules are assembled to create a focusing hologram for image formation in the eye [6] . Recently, thanks to advances in photolithography [7] and non-fouling photoactivatable surface chemistries in particular [8] , it became possible to apply the holographic principle to highly sensitive molecular detection. These molecular holograms can be used for real-time label-free detection of molecules by molecular recognitions in complex samples [7] . This enables the monitoring of biomolecular interactions, which is key to the analysis of binding characteristics of biomolecules in a broad range of applications [9] . To date, the biosensing field is dominated by refractometric optical sensors and most prominently, thanks to their high surface sensitivity, by techniques based on evanescent waves, such as surface plasmons or dieletric waveguide modes [10, 11] . These analytical tools are well-established to perform label-free binding assays with high sensitivity and low limits of detection [0.1-1 pg/mm 2 ] [12, 13] . Refractometric biosensors [e.g. surface plasmon resonance, SPR] measure the refractive index change upon receptor-ligand binding in the vicinity of the sensor surface. However, they are susceptible to any change in refractive index within the evanescent field caused by fluctuations in temperature, buffer composition and most importantly nonspecific binding to the sensor surface. This inherent fea-
FIG. 1:
Focal molography incorporates the four essentials of a highly sensitive diffractometric biosensor (a) A sub-micrometer affinity modulation of specific binders is exposed to a biological sample [i.e. blood]. The mode of a high refractive index waveguide provides perfect darkfield illumination of the molecules in the vicinity of the sensor surface and enhances the light intensity. The shape of the pattern acts as a diffractive lens, which concentrates the diffracted signal into a focal spot, whereas the background intensity is diluted over the entire solid angle. ture of refractometric sensors often manifest as drift and causes jumps in the sensor signal -e.g. during sample exchange [14] . Therefore, these sensors typically operate continuously and in well-defined buffers because measurements in serum or plasma exhibit artifacts and stability problems.
The mentioned limitations arise from the fundamental inability of a refractometric sensor to distinguish between the molecules of the target analyte and all other influences that affect the refractive index of the sensing volume. Even for evanescent field sensors, the sensing volume is still enormous compared to the small volume of the target molecules. This makes it virtually impossible to compensate for these influences -even with a differential measurement [14] . There is, however, a physical phenomenon that only measures the refractive index difference between the target molecules and the refractive index of their displacement volume, namely the scattering of light. This rejects most of the influences from temperature and buffer changes by measuring only the refractive index contrast in the nanoenvironment of the binding events.
It is a common belief in the biosensing community that the most sensitive detection methods for label-free biomolecular interaction analysis in real-time are based on the refractometric sensing principle. In this context it is sometimes not esteemed that biomolecular interactions can be detected with high sensitivity by the scattering of light [7, 15, 16] . The single molecule detection method iSCAT [15] is based on interferometric detection of scattering. It demonstrates exquisite sensitivity for the analysis of biomolecular interactions through scattering. The single molecular sensitivity of iSCAT allows analyzing the heterogeneity in an ensemble of a molecular species. Yet, in other applications it is sufficient to determine an averaged quantity of the ensemble. The accurate quantification of a biomarker concentration falls in this category. In such a measurement, single molecular sensitivity can be beneficial but is neither required nor should its importance be overestimated. In the case of iSCAT, the single molecular sensitivity comes at the cost of a relatively complicated setup, since the noise has to be sufficiently low to detect every single protein independently. In addition, iSCAT cannot distinguish between different types of similarly sized proteins. Therefore, for measuring in complex fluids, iSCAT is currently limited by non-specific binding similarly to refractometric sensors. In both cases, the specificity is mostly determined by the choice of surface chemistry [15] . A proteinrepellent [non-fouling] surface chemistry is not enough to measure in complex samples since there is always a significant amount of defects in the ad-layer and therefore of nonspecific binding to the sensor [17, 18] .
Conversely, molecular holograms are diffractometric sensors, which offer an additional mechanism to reduce the effect of nonspecific binding. This is achieved by constraining the specific binding to a coherent scattering system -i.e. a molecular hologram. The blueprint of this hologram is encoded into the surface ad-layer. Namely, the recognition sites compose a coherent binding pattern -i.e. a mologram. The constructive interference of the scattered fields relates all bound analyte molecules and yields a quadratic scaling of the measured intensity with respect to the analyte number. On the other hand, the scattered field of randomly bound background molecules interferes with equal probability constructively or destructively. Therefore, only its variance affects the coherent signal and thus it scales linearly with particle number. This implies that the nonspecific binding is suppressed efficiently for a sufficiently large ensemble of analyte molecules. In addition, other random scattering [noise] sources experience the same repression with respect to the signal. Therefore, it is considerably simpler to detect an ensemble of molecules coherently than to count them individually. In other words, a diffractometric sensor is inherently self-referencing on the sub-micron length scale of regions of constructive and destructive interference.
A pure diffractometric biosensor consists of coherently arranged binding sites without any diffractive power, or in other words a massless affinity modulation [16] . A sensor with these properties is extremely robust and only produces a signal in the presence of the analyte [7] . The conception of an affinity modulation that has no optical modulation is reasonable to physicists. However, advanced molecular engineering capabilities are required to achieve this experimentally, since most nanolithographic techniques such as imprinting or lift-off techniques produce an inherent optical modulation due to coherent defects in the affinity keys [19, 20] . Even worse, these coherent defects will give rise to an affinity modulation for background molecules, severely compromising the rejection of nonspecific binding. This fact makes the implementation of sensitive diffractometric biosensors interdisciplinary and demanding.
Focal molography is the first diffractometric sensor that may exhibit resolutions in direct binding assays comparable to the best refractometric sensors [7, 16] . Briefly, in focal molography the mologram is situated on a high refractive index slab waveguide and illuminated by the fundamental TE mode [ Fig. 1 ]. When the affinity modulation is exposed to a biological sample the analyte binds to the mologram. This induces an optical grating that diffracts light from the guided TE mode into a diffractionlimited focal spot. From the diffraction efficiency, the presence of molecules at the interaction sites is quantified. We will now outline the four pillars that need to be fulfilled for diffractometric biosensors to be highly sensitive and robust. Previously reported diffractometric concepts for biomolecular interaction analysis [21] [22] [23] [24] [61] do not incorporate all four pillars. This is the reason why they are limited in sensitivity or robustness. The concept -focal molography -was introduced with all the essentials necessary for highly sensitive and robust diffractometric biomolecular interaction analysis [16] [ Fig. 1]. [I] The first essential is a sub-micrometer affinity modulation on a non-fouling monolithic surface-layer for efficient rejection of nonspecific binding. In the first demonstration of focal molography, this has been achieved by the reactive immersion lithography [RIL] process, which produces an affinity modulation consisting of active regions [ridges] and passive regions [grooves] on a non-fouling brushed copolymer ad-layer [7] . Ideally, this affinity modulation should be massless. [II] In focal molography, the mologram is situated on an asymmetric high refractive index slab waveguide, which provides the second essential -a proper dark-field illumination of the coherent affinity modulation. The two dimensional light sheet of the guided TE mode only illuminates the first 100 nm of the sample solution close to the surface. This avoids any background scattering from particles in the sample solution that are further away.
[III] The high refractive index waveguide also provides the third essential, namely an increase in the field intensity at the scatterer location. In other words, guided to free-space mode coupling is more efficient than free-space to free-space coupling for a given amount of coherent biological matter [25] .
[IV] The fourth and last essential is the observation of the diffracted signal in the far-field of the mologram defined in terms of Fraunhofer distance. This near to far-field transformation increases the signal to noise ratio due to the directed character of the diffracted signal compared to the distributed background from random scatterers. However, the Fraunhofer distance of a linear diffraction grating with a length of 400 µm is roughly 50 cm for visible wavelengths. By using a lens, the far-field can be observed much closer to the sensor surface. In our case, the mologram itself performs the near to far-field transformation by focusing the intensity holographically onto an Airy disk only a few hundred microns away from the sensor surface. The binding information of billions of recognition sites on an area five orders of magnitude larger is therefore contained in the tiny Airy disk [ Fig.  1(b),(c) ]. This enables compact technical realizations of diffractometric biosensors.
From another viewpoint, focal molography can also be seen as a "chemical radio", at least in the eyes of a physical chemist [26] . The transmission of radio signals is based on the modulation of an RF carrier signal and the subsequent demodulation at the receiver. Molography applies this principle at optical frequencies to the transmission of chemical signals. Molecules recognize the affinity modulation in the mologram and interact with it. The molecular interaction renders a coherent molecular pattern in the form of a diffractive lens. This diffractive lens modulates the momentum of the guided mode with the spatial frequency of the mologram. The demodulation in k-space is performed by Fourier optics and the molographic sig-nal is separated from the carrier wave in the focal plane of the lens.
Recently, the first experimental measurements with focal molography have been performed using the nondiffraction-limited ZeptoReader [Zeptosens AG], substantially compromising the fourth pillar [7] . The emphasis of that publication was the demonstration of the robust operation of focal molography and its insensitivity to nonspecific binding in complex samples rather than achieving high sensitivity. Nevertheless, a real-time detection limit of 5 pg/mm 2 was achieved and we made the projection that noise levels can be reduced by at least two orders of magnitude by observing the molographic signal in a reader capable of resolving the diffraction-limited focus.
The aim of this contribution is therefore to characterize the molographic signal in the proper far-field and thus to explore the resolution limits of diffraction-limited focal molography for massless affinity modulations experimentally as well as to refine some of the theoretical concepts. First, we introduce a measurement setup that allows static and real-time measurement of diffractionlimited molographic focal spots. Second, we present a semi-analytical framework with which the field distribution in the focal spot can be accurately computed by summation of the scattered fields of individual molecules [dipole scatterers] on the waveguide surface. Third, we demonstrate that the simulated and experimental field distributions are in excellent agreement with each other and that the Airy disk dimensions of the mologram are consistent with the Airy disk of a diffraction-limited lens. Fourth, we show that our synthetic holograms produce diffraction-limited focal spots at least up to mologram diameters of 400 µm on high refractive index slab waveguides. Furthermore, it was verified that the analytical predictions for the intensity of the focal spot through coupled mode theory made by Fattinger [16] coincide with Rayleigh scattering and can accurately describe the experimentally measured intensities for a given amount of coherent biological matter. Fifth, we address the relevance of different background sources that can scatter intensity into the focal plane and produce an inhomogeneous speckle pattern that limits the resolution and accuracy of the molographic measurement. Based on this discussion, a figure of merit for molography is formulated that allows direct comparison of different molographic arrangements with different waveguides and mologram sizes. Next, we apply our theoretical insights to calculate limits of detection for molography on Ta 2 O 5 slab waveguides for endpoint and real-time detection. These predictions are then verified experimentally. In particular, the low molecular weight [< 300 Dalton] molecule vitamin B7, commonly known as biotin, is detected labelfree by molography in an endpoint measurement without any calibration of the sensor. These biotin molograms are most likely the faintest man made holograms that have ever been measured. In addition, we demonstrate that it is possible to fabricate an affinity modulation without a detectable optical modulation and use it to acquire realtime binding curves with 500 pM Streptavidin [SAv] in buffer that exhibit baseline noise levels below 100 fg/mm 2 over 20 mins which are comparable to the best commercially available label-free detection method [27] . However, while the commercial system is temperature stabilized to 0.01
• C, we achieved this stability without any temperature control demonstrating the potential of focal molography for extremely sensitive and robust, real-time, label-free molecular interaction analysis.
II. DIFFRACTION-LIMITED MOLOGRAPHY
A. Measurement of foci formed by diffraction-limited molograms
The realization and quantification of diffractionlimited molographic experiments incorporates the design of a microscope, waveguide coupler, fluidics as well as the development of appropriate algorithms for evaluation of the acquired images. The setup [MoloReader] which we developed for this purpose is displayed in Fig.  2(d) , as well as in Fig. 15 and a functional schematic is shown in Fig. 2(a) STED as described in our previous publication [7] . When impinging on the mologram, a small portion of the light is coupled out into two converging beams that form two diffraction-limited foci above and below the waveguide. The diffracted light of the lower beam is collected by a 20 x, 0.4 NA microscopy objective and visualized by a CMOS camera. The molographic pattern has a diameter of 400 µm, a numerical aperture of 0.33, a focal length of 900 µm in glass [n s = 1.521] and a sickle shaped central recess area [Bragg recess area] of 50 µm width to avoid second order Bragg reflections [16] . The recess area is formed by two concentric circles with 1040 µm and 1140 µm diameter, respectively.
B. From protein molecules to molographic signalsSimulations of molographic foci
The qualitative intensity distribution in and around the diffraction-limited molographic spot can be described by the coherent superposition of individual Rayleigh scatterers or by a mean-field approach through Fourier optics both yielding the same results [30] . Here we chose the first method to investigate the expected intensity distribution in the focal plane by summation of the scattered electric field of individual dipoles [molecules] located on the mologram [ Fig. 3(a) ]. We wrote a GPUbased Python framework that can simulate the intensity distribution of a large amount [few 100 millions] of scatterers on a plane with typically 150 x 150 pixels resolution within roughly an hour. This semi-analytical approach has the great advantage of calculating the field . This field is computed for every pixel on a specified screen in the focal plane of the mologram. (b) The scattered field is calculated by modeling the proteins as Rayleigh scatterers excited by the evanescent field of the waveguide mode, which is obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem of the slab waveguide [28] . nc, n f and ns are the refractive indices of cover, film and substrate. The dielectric interfaces can be accounted for by computing the dipole potentials of the two layer interface as described by Novotny and Hecht [29] . (c) The optical properties necessary to determine the polarizability of the protein dipole i.e. refractive index and radius can be calculated from its molecular mass and the refractive index increment for proteins in water [16] .
only where it is to be determined [compared to FDTD or FEM approaches]. The exact procedure is outlined in the Supplemental Material [SM] Section II and shall only be summarized here. First, the eigenmode equation of the dielectric waveguide was solved according to Marcuse [28] for the fundamental TE mode in order to calculate the excitation field at the position of the scatterers, which were placed on the molographic pattern [ Fig. 3(b) ]. Proteins can be modeled as Rayleigh scatterers due to their small size of only a few nm [31] . The dipole strength of a protein molecule depends only on its molecular mass and the immersion medium [ Fig. 3(c) ]. This is because the radius and the refractive index of the resulting sphere are related to the molecular mass and can be calculated as described in the SM Section II C. For most practical purposes the exact composition of the protein is negligible for its scattering properties. To account for reflections at the optical interfaces, we used the dipole potential approach outlined by Novotny and Hecht [29] . Furthermore, multi-body interactions were disregarded because the scattering cross-section of a typical protein is only in the order of 10 −24 m 2 and the total diffracted power is typically less than 1 %. The fluorophore was only used for quality control and its scattering cross section is negligible compared to the one of SAv. Therefore, we will only refer to SAv for the rest of the paper. The chip was fabricated by reactive immersion lithography in DMSO [7] followed by a 15 min incubation of 1 µM SAv in PBS-T buffer [pH 7.4; 0.05 % Tween20]. This yields a 540 pg/mm 2 peak-to-peak sinusoidal surface mass modulation. The experimental focal spot was acquired under water immersion by pipetting 10 µl of DI water on the chip and performing a z-stack with the MoloReader [vertical resolution 1.3 µm]. The computed focal spot was obtained from a simulation of 4.75 million SAv molecules [7.9 pg/mm 2 peak-to-peak modulation] sinusoidally distributed on the ridges of the mologram with water as the cover medium. This amount of SAv molecules was sufficient to demonstrate the excellent agreement of the numerical results with the measured experimental intensities. The simulated and experimental images only differ by the speckle pattern caused by scattering of the guided wave at non-coherent dipoles, which were not taken into account in the simulations.
The Airy disk radius for a diffraction-limited lens is determined by the wavelength and the numerical aperture of the mologram ∆x = 0.61 λ NA which leads to 1.17 µm for our molograms. The Airy disk radii found in the measured [solid blue] and the simulated curves [dashed green] in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f), are 1.09 µm and 1.07 µm in x and 1.34 µm and 1.22 µm in y-direction, respectively. The Airy disk is slightly elongated in y-direction in both experiment and simulation due to symmetry breaking of the central Bragg recess area of the mologram [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Without considering the central recess area the Airy disk is perfectly symmetrical and has the size of the focal spot of a diffraction-limited lens [ Fig. 17 ]. In the experiment, there is additional broadening by scattering of the guided mode at waveguide imperfections into other guided modes with a small y-component in the propagation vector. In the extreme case of a contaminated [strongly scattering] waveguide, the molographic spot at- tains a sickle shape [so called m-line [32] ]. The depth of field of the mologram also follows the equation for a diffraction-limited lens: ∆z = 2n s λ NA 2 [Chapter 4 in Ref. [29] ]. The depth of field depends on the refractive index of the medium in which it is observed. Since the thickness of our chip is smaller than the focal length of the mologram, we observe the molographic focus in air [ Fig. 16 ]. Yet, the simulation was carried out in an infinitely thick glass slide, therefore the depth of field had to be compressed by a factor 1/1.521 to match the experiment. After this adjustment, the experimental and the simulated depth of field amounted to 11.23 µm and 12.61 µm, respectively [ Fig. 4(g) ]. These are in close agreement with the expected value of 11.62 µm for a diffraction-limited lens.
Quantitative intensity in the molographic focus by analytical predictions, simulations and experiments
The quantitative intensity within the Airy disk is amenable through coupled mode theory [CMT] or summation of Rayleigh scatterers [RS] without considering multiple reflections of the scattered light at the interfaces of the waveguide. Here, we briefly show that the analytical expressions for the two approaches are equivalent and verify them by numerical simulations and experiments.
Fattinger [16] used coupled mode theory to obtain an expression for the ratio of power diffracted from the molecular assembly to the power guided by the waveguide [both powers are expressed in power per unit length] [33] . Here, we adapt this expression to yield the intuitive transfer function between the intensity on the waveguide surface and the average intensity in the Airy disk [derivation in the SM Section III] which reads
The subscript CMT stands for coupled mode theory. NA is the numerical aperture of the mologram, dn dc the refractive index increment for proteins in water [34] , D the diameter of the mologram, λ the wavelength. Here, we have adapted and generalized the canonical surface mass modulation ∆ Γcan introduced by Fattinger [16] with the concept of the analyte efficiency of the modulation η mod [A] . The analyte efficiency of the modulation is analogous to the diffraction efficiency of gratings with different grating functions [35] . The surface mass density modulation can be computed from ∆ Γ = m mod A+ , where m mod is the mass of the modulation and A + the area of the ridges [see SM Section I]. For a sinusoidal surface mass density modulation [obtained to a first approximation from phase mask lithography] this is equal to the peak-to-peak value. Here we note that Fattinger defined the canonical surface mass density modulation differently. His definition would correspond to the molographic surface mass density [see SM Section I] and is therefore a factor two smaller. The prefactor in Eq. (1) arises from various considerations such as taking into account the relative power incident on the Airy disk and its size. The intensity on the waveguide surface is given by
where P wg is the power per unit line [W/m] in the waveguide, t eff the effective thickness of the waveguide, N the effective refractive index of the fundamental TE mode, n f , n c the refractive indices of the waveguide film and the cover medium.
The expression for Rayleigh scattering [neglecting the optical interfaces] is stated by Fattinger [16] . It can be written in the following form [see SM Section III] 
one can easily verify that they yield the same result. ρ P is the dry mass density of the protein calculated according to [37] and n P the refractive index of the dry protein 
where A + is the area of the ridges and A mologram is the area of the molographic footprint [ridges + grooves + Bragg recess area]. The experimental design of two rows was chosen because each mologram alters the mode shape slightly and therefore the foci of the last molograms in a row are increasingly distorted in y-direction. Thus, the first five molograms of either row were used on three different measurement fields on the same chip [see Fig. 5(c) and Ref. [7] for chip geometry]. The investigated molograms were the same SAv-molograms as described in the last section.
The simulation was performed by placing exactly the amount of SAv molecules sinusoidally on the ridges of the mologram that exhibits the same diffraction efficiency as a peak-to-peak surface mass modulation of 540 pg/mm 2 [for the 400 µm mologram these are 231 million individual dipole scatterers, see SM Section II for the necessary conversions]. The proteins were placed directly on the waveguide [the field at z = 0 was used to calculate the dipole moment]. The scattered intensity was computed on a 150 x 150 grid around the focus whereas individual grid points were spaced 110 nm apart, which is equivalent to the pixel size of the camera used in the experiment. Fig. 5a shows the intensity distribution in the focal spot of the 10 molograms with varying diameters in air obtained from simulations and experiments, the last row shows the underlying mologram. It can be seen that the intensity distributions of simulation and experiment are in perfect agreement over the entire range of diameters investigated. It has to be noted, that it is nontrivial to achieve diffraction-limited focusing for molograms up to a diameter of 400 µm on high refractive index waveguides, since already small gradients in the thickness [and therefore also in the effective refractive index] can cause an accumulated phase shift between the guided mode and the synthetic hologram [designed for constant effective refractive index]. Therefore, after a certain propagation distance, which we call the dephasing length, light scattered at the first and the last line of the mologram can interfere destructively [see SM Section IV and Fig. 12 ]. The numerical intensity values were obtained by averaging the intensity on the screen over the Airy disk of the diffraction-limited lens. Experimentally, the mean intensity was calculated by subtracting the average background and then averaging on a circle of the size of the Airy disk centered at the maximum intensity. As can be readily seen, the CMT model and the RS model show nearly perfect agreement with the experimental results. However, there are a few effects which are not accounted for in these simple analytical models. These include free space attenuation [all the dipoles are assumed to be at the center of the mologram], the angle dependence of Rayleigh scattering [31] , the symmetry breaking of the central Bragg recess area, the observation in a half space with a denser medium and reflections at the interfaces [38] . The numerical simulations incorporate them [see SM Section II], which result in a slightly lower intensity than the analytical models [factor 1.33 in air]. The fact that the experiment agrees closer with the simple analytical models can be explained by uncertainties in the measurement. These arise for example from the determination of the surface mass modulation on the mologram. Due to the nature of the quantification procedure [quantitative fluorescence on the sub-micron scale using STED], we expect to have an uncertainty of roughly 10 % in this measurement. Other possible sources of error, and most likely the prominent ones, are the estimation of the guided power P wg at the mologram location [SM Section VI C]. One can also see in Fig. 5 that the molograms closer to the in-coupling grating have higher intensities and their median values show less deviation to the curves expected from the analytical and numerical models. This can readily be explained by the alteration of the wave front [guided-guided mode coupling] at every preceding mologram and at waveguide imperfections.
In summary, we have shown that the RS and CMT models are equivalent and show excellent agreement with numerical simulations and experiments for molograms with different diameters and numerical apertures in air. The analytical models are therefore a valid tool to make predictions of the limit of detection and to determine the surface mass modulation from the measured intensity in the molographic focal spot. Furthermore, we demonstrated the manufacturing of diffraction-limited molograms with diameters up to 400 µm on a high refractive index waveguide. Using much larger molograms [>1 mm diameter] is not reasonable, since expressed proteins are valuable and often limited in biological experiments [39] .
III. BACKGROUND AND NOISE ANALYSIS FOR MOLOGRAPHY WITH MASSLESS AFFINITY MODULATION
Besides the intensity that originates from coherently arranged molecules on the waveguide, various background sources scatter intensity into the area of the focal spot. This can either obscure the coherent signal or limit its accuracy due to the stochastic variation of the background. We analyzed the limit of resolution for the important case of molograms with massless affinity modulations. For such molograms the signal of the empty mologram is hidden in the speckle background. Fattinger [16] provided a first estimation of the limit of detection by comparing the power diffracted by the mologram to the background power incident on the Airy disk. The background power was estimated by distributing the waveguide radiation loss uniformly over the solid angle [4π]. While this serves as good first approximation, we now refine the approach. First, we distinguish between background and noise. Whereas we describe the background as the mean intensity in the focal plane, we consider its spatial and/or temporal fluctuations as noise. Although the noise determines the limit of detection, it is worthwhile to investigate the background because the amplitude of the noise is in a fixed ratio to the mean background intensity. This is due to the nature of the speckle pattern [40] , which will be explained in more detail below.
The propagation loss [or attenuation] of a dielectric optical waveguide is an important quantity for its characterization. We evaluate the background with the help of the radiation loss as it has been performed in Ref. [16] for a first estimation of the limit of detection. However, two issues arise when approximating the background from the propagation loss. First, the attenuation constant is a sum of absorption and scattering loss α = α abs + α sca , where we define the propagation loss as P wg (x) = P wg (0) e −αx . The scattering loss provides additional background photons to the area of the focal spot, whereas the absorption loss does not contribute any additional light. Therefore, determining the background intensity with the propagation loss is only possible when the absorption is small compared to the scattering. The second issue when estimating the background from the attenuation arises from the anisotropy of the scattering. The out-coupled power is not distributed isotropically over the solid angle. In order to determine the intensity in the focal plane, an additional parameter is needed to account for the anisotropy. This anisotropy parameter a ani is explained in more detail in Fig. 6 . The average intensity of the background in the focal plane I bg can be conveniently written in terms of the scattering loss and the anisotropy parameter [detailed derivation in the SM Section VII A]. This results in the expression for I bg,iso . The intensity is then multiplied with aani to match the average measured intensity in the focal plane [see Fig. 19 ] (b) In reality, scattering is an anisotropic process. There are three effects that contribute to anisotropy. (i) The asymmetry of the waveguide leads to a stronger scattering into the substrate due to its higher optical density [29] .
(ii) Forward scattering is usually dominant over backward scattering [41] . (iii) Scattering into guided modes of the waveguide is more efficient than into freely propagating modes [29] .
We call the product a ani α sca the scattering leakage, since it refers to the light leaking into the focal plane of the mologram. Next, we aim to show which scattering mechanisms exist, how they contribute to the background and what needs to be considered when designing a waveguide for molographic sensing. We assume these mechanism to be non-correlated, which allows us to add the individual contributions such that
where the total scattering leakage a ani α sca corresponds to the experimentally measured value [see SM Section VIII D]. Fig. 7 shows six possible scattering sources for background photons: (a)-(c) are scattering processes inherent to the biosensing experiment and (d)-(e) depend on the waveguide manufacturing. We will now investigate the importance of each mechanism qualitatively. If possible, we will treat the relevant sources quantitatively. Before analyzing each scattering process individually, the relation between background and noise shall be explained. Any scattering is caused by an underlying stochastic refractive index distribution within the angles of the numerical aperture of the optical system. This stochastic process is transformed by the coherent illumination to spatial intensity fluctuations in the focal plane -a speckle pattern. It is of utmost importance to distinguish between dynamic and static scattering processes. The speckle pattern of a dynamic scattering process exhibits a timescale much shorter than the required bandwidth of the sensor. It will be averaged to a homogeneous background. This background can be subtracted, which renders all dynamic scattering processes negligible. Conversely, static scattering backgrounds lead to speckle patterns that are relatively stable over the time course of the measurement and generally unknown a priori to the measurement. This generates an uncertainty when we determine the mass density on the mologram because the relative contribution of the static background to the intensity of the molographic focus is unknown. As a side note, if the numerical aperture of the objective and the mologram match, background speckles and the mologram focus have the same size. Fortunately, the statistics of speckle patterns are well-known and speckles exhibit a negative exponential distribution of the intensity [40] . The 99.7 quantile [Definition of the LOD, generally stated as µ + 3σ] of the exponential distribution is always in a fixed ratio to the mean and therefore knowing the mean background allows estimating the noise and the limit of detection. Fig. 7(a) illustrates the scattering at molecules in solution in the evanescent field above the waveguide. If the distance between two molecules changes by roughly half a wavelength, the interference for a given speckle in the focal plane can switch from completely constructive to completely destructive. When comparing this short distance to the diffusivity of proteins [42] it is apparent that the measurement time [approximately 1 s] is several orders of magnitude longer than the diffusion time over these length scales. Therefore, the scattering of any molecule in solution is a dynamic process and does not contribute to the noise in the background.
The scattering of randomly adsorbed proteins [ Fig.  7(b) ] on the waveguide surface has static and dynamic components. Most of these molecules adsorb reversibly to the low-energy non-fouling surface and therefore have affinities in the mM range. Interactions with such affinities exhibit short lifetimes [µs-ms] [43] . Therefore, the rate at which new proteins adsorb and desorb on the surface is much faster than the acquisition of a single data point. On the other hand, a minority [below 10 pg/mm 2 ] [17] binds quasi irreversibly to incoherent surface defects present on any monolithic surface ad-layer [18] . These are the static components of nonspecific binding. However, the contribution is extremely weak compared to the coherent signal. This can easily be understood if one recalls that the coherent signal scales with the number of adsorbed particles squared whereas the nonspecific background scales linearly with this number [16] . To give an example, the 10 pg/mm 2 of irreversibly bound molecules upon serum exposure correspond to roughly 100 million molecules per mm 2 . The same signal intensity can be achieved with a coherent arrangement of the square root of this number, which is about 10,000 molecules per mm 2 . This corresponds to only 1 fg/mm 2 of coherent matter or four orders of magnitude less than the molecular mass from irreversible nonspecific binding. This consideration exemplifies again the insensitivity of focal molography to nonspecific binding [7] . The value is so low that in most applications other background sources will be limiting.
The scattering originating from large particles [see Fig.  7c ] will be static or dynamic depending of the flow conditions. The analytical treatment of this mechanism is difficult because such particles exceed the Rayleigh regime and the evanescent field of the waveguide. However, one can at least state that the large size of these scatterers causes strongly anisotropic forward scattering [Mie scattering regime [44] ]. Besides the strong anisotropy, the influence of this scattering process can be reduced by controlling the number of adsorbed particles through careful handling of the chips and filtering of the samples prior to analysis. We will therefore not cover this scattering process in our theory since for most experiments it can be minimized to a negligible level [see Fig. 24 ].
The static scattering process at the surface roughness of the two waveguide sidewalls [ Fig. 7(d) ] has been studied extensively and is not negligible [28, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . In order to quantify the scattering we have adapted the analytical formulas derived by Lacey and Payne [46, 50] 
where J accounts for the waveguide asymmetry. corresponds to the momentum of the mode in propagation direction and t f is the thickness of the waveguide. Eq. (7) can be used to estimate the background for different parameters. Yet, since it is difficult to determine a single correlation length from an AFM measurement the model should be applied carefully. It can be improved by taking into account the full information of the power spectral density instead of assuming an exponential decay of the autocorrelation. Yet, this model is less intuitive. In addition, the assumption of no correlation between the two sidewall roughnesses and the two-dimensionality of the model can result in some inaccuracy. Despite these simplifications, the described model is a valuable tool for the estimation of the background intensity from the roughness properties of the waveguide surface [see SM Section VIII E]. Furthermore, it is important to notice that the scattering leakage caused by roughness a ani,r α sca,r is fairly constant with respect to NA. Once characterized, this enables a straightforward comparison between experiments of molographic system with different numerical apertures.
The volume scattering due to refractive index inhomogeneities in the waveguiding film [ Fig. 7(e) ] is a static process and amenable by similar theoretical investigation as the surface scattering [48] . However, the applicability of these models are limited since the characterization of the detailed distribution of those inhomogeneities by an orthogonal method is not trivial. For our waveguides the volume scattering is much smaller than the scattering from surface roughness of the waveguide sidewalls [SM section VIII B] and can therefore be neglected. Yet, this holds only true for thin waveguides with a high refractive index.
Finally, the scattering from substrate inhomogeneities can be neglected because it is extremely low for a wellchosen material [ Fig. 7(f) ].
Based on the qualitative analysis we conclude that for a general waveguide one has to consider the volume and surface scattering of the waveguide for the background analysis a ani α sca = a ani,r α sca,r + a ani,v α sca,v . Which of these processes is prevailing is determined by the configuration of the waveguide. In general, the relative importance of volume scattering increases with waveguide thickness [see SM Section VIII F] On the other hand, the higher refractive index of the film, the larger is the index contrast and the light intensity at the two waveguide sidewalls, which increases the contribution of surface scattering. Therefore, surface scattering is likely to be dominant for thinner waveguides with a high refractive index contrast [which is the case for the Ta 2 O 5 waveguide discussed in this publication, see SM Section VIII F], whereas volume scattering will be limiting for thick waveguides with a low refractive index [high fraction of power in the waveguide and hardly any index contrast at the waveguide sidewalls].
Yet, also the signal scales with the waveguide properties. Therefore, instead of minimizing the background one needs to maximize the signal to background ratio. We define a figure of merit for a waveguide in order to easily identify the relevant parameters for this optimization. More generally, a figure of merit of a molographic biosensor can be formulated. The figure of merit for focal molography is the ratio of signal to background intensity, which stands for the ratio of mass sensitivity to dark-field illumination quality.
This expression was obtained by dividing equation (3) by (5). We omitted the protein related parameters and the analyte efficiency since for most applications these are fixed. By further excluding the diameter of the mologram [geometrical design parameter], one obtains the figure of merit of the waveguide
The dependency on wavelength to fourth power can be misleading. The choice of wavelength heavily affects the scattering leakage a ani α sca . Other parameters such as N and t eff also depend on the wavelength. Therefore, one should be careful when making predictions from Eq. (10). Experimentally, a ani α sca can be determined by measuring the intensity in the focal plane and the power in the waveguide and applying Eq. (5). Alternatively, a ani α sca can be estimated from the measured roughness properties with the help of Eq. (7), if volume scattering is negligible compared to surface roughness scattering [see SM Section VIII E]. The relative importance of volume to surface scattering can be investigated by measuring the ratio of the scattered intensity with two different cover media, because volume scattering will be hardly affected by the change in cover medium. We performed these characterization for our waveguide and found a scattering leakage of a ani,r α sca,r = 3.12 /m in air and surface roughness scattering to be dominant over volume scattering [see SM Section VIII E]. From this we computed a figure of merit of our waveguide of FOM WG = 1.27 · 10 30 /m 4 . The figure of merit for molography for a mologram of diameter 400 µm on this waveguide is
In summary, the current high refractive index Ta 2 O 5 waveguide is already a good choice for molography. Mainly thanks to the high field on the surface, which leads to a strong signal and also to its negligible volume scattering. This compensates for the fairly large surface scattering due to the substantial index contrast. Still, since surface scattering is dominant, we expect that the waveguide could be further optimized. The options to reduce the surface scattering include to diminish the RMS of the surface roughness, which was determined with atomic force microscopy to be 0.6 nm for our waveguide [see SM Section VIII E], or to adapt the waveguide parameters using Eqs. (7) and (10) . However, this has to be performed with care, since Eq. (7) only considers surface roughness scattering. For other waveguides, such as thick low refractive index waveguides, volume scattering is most likely the dominant scattering source and the decrease in sensitivity for low refractive index waveguides is substantial. Nevertheless, once the scattering leakage is assessed experimentally, Eq. (10) allows a straightforward comparison of different waveguides.
IV. LIMITS OF DETECTION AND RESOLUTION
After having described the possible sources of background light and formulated the figure of merits we will use this knowledge to analyze the limits of detection and resolution of focal molography. The proper limit of detection for a specific assay is elaborate [51, 52] . Yet, it is not practically feasible to compare different sensing platforms at the assay level since this would require a standard assays to be performed with each of them. To establish the detection limit in endpoint measurements for molography, we define it as a confidence level for false positives, namely the 99.7 percentile [for the normal distribution equal to µ + 3σ] or if not possible due to lack of experimental data points the 99 or 99.5 percentile. The resolution is a common benchmark parameter for sensors in general and for real-time label-free biomolecular interaction analysis in particular [53] . It is defined as the temporal rms [root mean square] noise of the baseline after drift correction for the duration of a typical biosensing experiment. Next, we need to find a suitable unit to compare these two quantities amongst molography and other biosensors. This is not straightforward, since most biosensors measure a change in ad-layer density, yet, focal molography measures a change in ad-layer density modulation. In order to enable comparison, we propose the molographic surface mass density Γ to be this quantity for focal molography. It is defined as the entire mass in the mass modulation uniformly spread over the mologram [see SM Section I]. This quantity is calculated from the molographic signal intensity I sig normalized by a reference intensity. A suitable intensity reference for massless affinity modulations is the mean of the speckle background I bg , since it is affected in the same manner as the molographic focus by the majority of physical processes that cause noise or drift [see SM Section IX A for a discussion on intensity references]. Not in all bioanalytical questions it will be possible or simply too expensive to obtain completely massless affinity modulations [i.e. a small ligand interacting with a large immobilized protein]. In this case, a reference hologram will be required in order to calibrate the molographic signal in samples with varying bulk refractive index. This is not to be confused with the inherent self-referencing character of diffractometric sensors which makes them more robust than referenced refractometric sensors. Contrary to these, diffractometric sensors only measure the refractive index difference between ridges and grooves. Therefore, they do not need to compensate for refractive index drifts in the entire volume of the evanescent field. Finally, we need to specify what the molographic signal I sig refers to exactly. So far, we discussed the average intensity in the Airy disk, which is related to the maximum by I max = 4.378 · I avg , as the potential molographic signal. Equation (11) and the remainder of this paper use a different algorithm for the computation of the molographic signal which amounts to I sig = 2.012 · I avg . I sig is the intensity on a single pixel of the focal plane image after convolution with a normalized Bessel kernel of the size of the expected Airy disk [see SM Section IX B]. The molographic surface mass density Γ can directly be calculated from the ratio of the molographic signal and the mean intensity of the background as:
where Γ 0 [see SM Section IX B for derivation]
can be seen as an equivalent molographic mass density [calculated from the intensity in the focal plane by using the scattering strength of biological matter]. It is due to the stochastic variation of the significantly larger equivalent incoherent mass density of all the incoherent scatterers. The equivalent molographic mass density would contribute the same amount of intensity as the scattering leakage to the focal plane of the mologram [average background intensity in focal plane]. For the rest of this paper we assume a sinusoidal mass modulation [η mod[A] = 0.5].
The limit of detection in terms of molographic surface mass density for a figure of merit of a given molographic system can be obtained by replacing I sig with I sig,LOD and Γ with Γ LOD in Eq. (11) . The minimal detectable normalized intensity increase ∆Isig I bg is determined by the readout scheme. We will now distinguish between two readout schemes: Endpoint detection and real-time measurements. We will derive the limit of detection and the limit of resolution for the two schemes,respectively. We also provide experimental evidence for our statements as well as the theoretical projection of the optimization potential.
A. The limit of detection of endpoint measurements is determined by the statistics of the speckle background
In an endpoint measurement the operator has usually no a priori knowledge of the intensity distribution of the speckles and the location of the focal spot [except the focal distance to the surface]. Therefore, the Airy disk needs a certain brightness compared to the background intensity to be detectable in a sufficiently large field of view. The detection limit is determined by the variation over many images of the ratio of the maximum pixel value to the image mean. In order to experimentally determine this value 180 images of size 280 x 210 µm 2 with 110 nm pixel size on three different ZeptoMark [Zeptosens AG, Switzerland] chips were acquired and convoluted as described in SM section IX. The 99.5 % quantile of this ratio equals to 13.8 [see Fig. 23 ]. Hence, if the maximum pixel after convolution is 13.8 times brighter than the mean of the speckle background it is likely to stem from a coherent binding signal. By inserting this into Eq. (11), one obtains a detection limit in terms of molographic surface mass density of 2.6 pg/mm 2 for a 400 µm mologram with 0.4 NA on our waveguide, which has a figure of merit of 1.27·10
30 /m 4 . [ Fig. 8(a) ]. Therefore, only 336 fg of matter yield a signal that is clearly assignable to a coherent assembly of molecules. Fig. 8 (c) displays a contour plot of the two parameters that affect the detection limit of a molographic system -the diameter of the mologram and the figure of merit of the waveguide. An increase of either of these two parameters decreases the detection limit. It should be mentioned that the endpoint measurements with no a priori knowledge of the speckle intensities represents an upper bound of the achievable detection limit of diffraction-limited molography. Any readout scheme of greater sophistication will achieve lower detection limits.
Endpoint detection of vitamin B7 [biotin]
In this section we demonstrate experimentally that molography can visualize a label-free mass modulation caused by a low molecular weight compound in an endpoint measurement. Molograms with the sole difference between grooves and ridges being the tiny molecule vitamin B7 [molecular weight 227 g/mol] were fabricated [NH-biotin|NH 2 ]. A chip was illuminated with a dose of 2000 mJ/cm 2 , incubated with 1 mM sNHS-biotin in HBS-T buffer [10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 0.05 % Tween20] at pH 8.0 for 15 min and flood exposed as described in [7] . The foci of these biotin molograms were easily detectable [ Fig. 8(b) ]. To prove that indeed biotin molograms and not just random speckles were measured, a real-time video of the focal point was recorded while the grooves were backfilled with biotin as described in the description of Movie 1. One can clearly see the intensity gradually decreasing until the focal spot becomes indistinguishable from the speckle background. The molographic mass density [sinusoidal modulation] calculated from the median intensity via Eq. (11) of 12 molograms amounted to 11 pg/mm 2 ± 1.6 pg/mm 2 [FOM WG = 0.58 · 10 30 /m 4 , calculated from the attenuation constant assuming the same a ani ]. The uncertainty is caused by an intrinsic property of speckle statistics. Every speckle has a non-negative intensity. However, the sign of the electric field of a background speckle can be positive or negative and is unknown, since the phase information cannot be measured. If the field of the speckle is negative with respect to the field of the molographic signal some additional coherent matter is required to cancel the contribution from the roughness. Vice versa, less biological mass is required in the case when the molo-graphic focus happens to be on a positive speckle. This physical property poses an intrinsic constraint on the accuracy of the molographic measurement and therefore the LOQ [limit of quantification].
It has to be stressed that the detection of this low molecular weight compound was possible without any equilibration, referencing or stabilization of the sensor. The amount of bound mass was determined in a reproducible fashion with an accuracy below 2 pg/mm 2 even if the chip is removed and reinserted. This robustness is a fundamental difference to common refractometric sensors, where similar detection limits can only be achieved with samples that are mounted and stabilized within the device and cannot be removed and reinserted.
B. The resolution of real-time measurements is determined by the temporal noise of the speckle background
In real-time detection the intensity in the focal plane is continuously monitored. Contrary to the above described end-point measurement, the location of the focal spot in the speckle background is known exactly. This could be realized by reference focal spots or by localizing the spot before backfilling as shown below. Then image processing can be applied to monitor the intensity at the location of the focal spot resulting in a binding trace as a function of time. Such a binding curve is the output of all real-time biosensors and the detection limit is commonly stated as the temporal RMS noise [resolution] over a defined time span, typically a few minutes, of the signal before the analyte is injected. It should be noticed that this is a different definition than the 99.5 % quantile described above. The goal of this section is to demonstrate the resolution of diffraction-limited focal molography theoretically and experimentally for our measurement system and compare it to SPR, the gold standard of refractometric sensing.
We start our discussion by appreciating the instrumental precision at which refractometric sensors are operated in order to achieve refractive index resolutions of 10 −6 -10 −7 and mass resolutions of 30 fg/mm 2 -1 pg/mm 2 [53, 54] . If one recalls that one mono-layer of water molecules already gives rise to a signal of 300 pg/mm 2 one can appreciate of this technological achievement. Only careful optimization of sensor design, referencing strategies and signal processing over the past three decades made this possible [55] . The performance of real-time measurement devices is commonly characterized by two metrics, namely the baseline drift and the baseline noise. and a baseline drift of around 300 fg/[mm 2 /min] [27] . Over the course of a measurement SPR sensors are usually limited by temperature drifts between reference and sensing channel [56] . As it will be shown below, such drifts are virtually not present in diffractometric sensors. Therefore we will compare molography to idealized SPR instruments which are limited by the baseline noise.
The three most common readout modes of SPR are angle interrogation, wavelength interrogation and intensity interrogation [10] . Independent of the interrogation mode, the readout of the SPR signal is a measurement of a relative intensity I reflected /I in . The noise in the intensity results in a noise of the detected surface mass density, which determines the resolution of the technique [53] . The resolution can be calculated from the intensity noise and the sensitivity.
The sensitivity of SPR is stated in SM Section IX C. As described in Eq. (11) molography also measures a relative intensity [I sig /I bg ] such that Eq. (13) is valid. For molography, the sensitivity can be described by [see SM Section IX D for derivation]
Due to the quadratic nature of the sensor transfer function Eq. (14) [54] . If the waveguide background is the intensity reference, Eq. (14) can be used to improve the resolution of molography, which can be achieved by a higher FOM WG or by a larger diameter of the mologram. Further, any reduction of the intensity noise will also significantly improve it.
In order to verify these findings real-time measurements were performed with the MoloReader [The setup is illustrated in Fig. 26.] . First, it has to be stressed that all reported experimental results are without any kind of temperature stabilization. The sole effect of temperature in a molographic measurement is a slow drift of the location of the molographic spot within the focal plane, but its intensity is hardly affected by the temperature drift [Movie 2]. This movement can easily be compensated for by simple image registration algorithms, which was implemented in the readout algorithm [ Fig. 27] [57]. As mentioned above, for a continuous measurement, the Airy disk must to be in the field of view and the optical system needs to be focused on the focal plane [see SM Section X B for the protocol to accomplish this]. Buffer baselines were acquired at a flow rate of 20 µl/min for 20 mins with a syringe pump [NE-511L, PumpSystems Inc.] and 1 ml syringes [Henke Sass Wolf GmbH]. The buffer solutions were degassed prior to use, to avoid noise caused by micro bubble formation. The exposure time of the camera was set to 500 ms and an image was acquired every 3 seconds. After 20 minutes, the syringe was exchanged by another one containing 500 pM SAv in PBS-T [spikes in the binding trace around 22 min]. Injection was continued at a flow rate of 20 µl/min. Finally, image processing was performed in order to obtain the baselines as described in SM Section X C [ Fig. 27 ].
Three binding curves were acquired and are displayed in Fig. 9(b) . The signal change due to SAv binding was detectable almost instantaneously after injection. However, whereas in two measurements the binding trace rose immediately after injection, it decreased at first in the third measurement. This is an example of the molographic focus lying on a background speckle with a negative electric field with respect to the focus itself, as explained before. The baseline noise over 20 min amounted to RMS values of 0.074, 0.094, 0.077 RU and in terms of normalized intensity 7.1, 15.6, 7.8 %. These experimental noise values nicely agree with the theoretical prediction from Eqs. (13) and (14) . As mentioned before, the mass density resolution is comparable to the best reported SPR results [54] . Yet, the molographic baselines were calculated without any baseline drift correction unlike the common practice in refractometric sensing demonstrating the robustness and sensitivity of focal molography.
Another fundamental requirement in label-free interaction analysis is the ability to detect a distributed ensemble of molecules on a sufficiently large area. In other words, to detect low receptor [capture molecule] occupancies, a fact overlooked by most of todays nanosensing and single molecular detection concepts [58] . In sensitive assays the concentration of the analyte is usually several orders of magnitude lower [10 fM -1 pM] [59] than the dissociation constant of the capture probe [10 pM -1 nM] [60] , which leads to a receptor occupancy of typically 0.1-1% [58] . The molographic focus of a 400 µm diameter mologram monitors the activity of roughly 1 billion recognition sites continuously and is therefore able to resolve low receptor occupancies as well as measuring a sufficient number of analyte molecules. For example, at the demonstrated resolution of 100 fg/mm 2 Fig. 9 can be estimated to amount to only 0.01 %.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In molography, the coherent arrangement of binding sites in the mologram and the resulting insensitivity to non-coherent noise sources enables robust and highly sensitive detection of biomolecular interactions. A quantitative analysis of these interactions is amenable through the analytical models presented in this paper. These models compute the amount of biological matter bound to the mologram from the intensity of the molographic focus. Their accuracy is proven by the excellent agreement with the presented numerical simulations and the discussed experiments. High sensitivity and a low background are achieved by a waveguide providing field enhancement and a proper dark field illumination. How-ever, radiation due to scattering at waveguide imperfections remains the dominant source of background light for massless affinity modulations. Therefore, figures of merits were introduced to investigate the parameter dependencies of the signal to background ratio. They allow straightforward comparison of different molographic arrangements and waveguides. Two readout schemes, endpoint detection and real-time measurements prove the intrinsic robustness and high sensitivity of focal molography. In an endpoint measurement, the low molecular weight compound vitamin B7 could be easily detected and the limit of detection in terms of surface mass was just a few pg/mm 2 by this simple readout scheme. The more elaborate real-time measurements exhibited a resolution below 100 fg/mm 2 over 20 min without any drift correction. This is comparable to the best commercially available refractometric sensors. With further optimization, it is therefore likely that the resolution of diffractometric sensors will surpass the one of refractometric devices. Yet, by only detecting the coherent signal, the coherent detection scheme has unmet advantages over any established label-free biosensor. Its unique combination of robustness and high sensitivity will enable numerous new applications to analyze the interactions of biomolecules in their natural habitat -the crowded environments of body fluids, tissues, cells and membranes.
